Introduction {#s1}
============

The recent advancements in genomics and proteomics have significantly amplified our understanding of the molecular basis for functions of drugs in the human body that has led to the discovery of de novo drugs. It has also led to the identification of the biological targets involved in various and crucial signaling pathways. Since the networks of drug-disease are extremely complicated, the co-administration of designated drugs in the treatment of chronic diseases is an inevitable issue.^[@R1]-[@R3]^ In fact, one may daily consume a variety of therapeutic compounds, including nutritional supplements, medications, and other chemical materials. In most cases, if the drugs are concurrently consumed, they may show somewhat interaction with each other at molecular levels in the body.^[@R4]-[@R7]^

Drug-drug interaction (DDI) refers to a reaction or situation, in which the presence of one drug affects the activity or functionality of another drug, resulting in some medical issues such as toxicity, serious complications, and failure of treatment modality. Under such circumstances, not only a multidrug therapy regime fails to show the desired treatment impacts but also may induce inadvertent adverse reactions. Therefore, it is undeniably important to recognize DDIs prior to their administration.^[@R8]-[@R10]^

Furthermore, the identification of DDIs is considered as vital information for physicians, in large part because of the prescription of various multi-drug therapies with different orders. Although in some cases for existing and well-known drugs, physicians based on their experiential knowledge avoid those drugs, which can interact together. The identification of DDIs can be a crucial issue when the prescribed drugs are not enough well known or they have been designed and introduced recently. It seems that the prediction of drug-pair interactions is limited because of (a) lack of detailed information on drugs' behavior(s) in the human body at different levels, (b) the low outcome of experimental and laboratory techniques, (c) needs for much more advanced technologies for the detection of DDIs, and (d) the high cost. In addition, sometimes results of *in vitro* experiments cannot be correlated with the outcomes of *in vivo* investigations. Hence, there are huge demands for robust and sound methodologies to overcome such shortcomings.^[@R11]-[@R15]^

Unlike the experimental methods, the computational approaches show high degrees of flexibility and result in high-throughput outcomes, providing an opportunity to study and analyze clusters of old and new data to discover novel knowledge.^[@R16]-[@R19]^ These mathematical models can disclose the hidden conditions in which the interactions occur. As a result, new approaches need to be implemented for the prediction of DDIs with high precision in order to provide key information for the promotion of the health by preventing any side effects of administered multi-drug therapy and hence adverse reactions.^[@R17],[@R20]^

Considering the fact that analogous structures and properties can suggest similar functions,^[@R21],[@R22]^ we incorporated the biological basis of drug interaction with the mathematical foundation of the MBA approach. Here, we considered any interaction between the pair of drugs as a transaction that is governed by particular rules or items. In such model, common enzymes of drug pairs, their transporters, carriers, and targets were considered as items of our model which caused an interaction between two drugs. Based on these rules, we predicted potential interactions among drugs that might be applied in clinical level.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

In this work, we applied computational procedure based on association rules discovery algorithm. Market Basket Analysis (MBA) is considered as one of the most reliable and popular approaches that discover co-occurrences of one phenomenon with another one within the same event or transaction. In this scenario, mathematical models search for the association rules resulting in the occurrence of a specific event. Such rules demonstrate that according to the history of all the transactions, if item X is found in a transaction, there is a strong inclination for the occurrence of an item Y within the same transaction.^[@R23]-[@R25]^ In the field of economy and mathematics, items and transactions refer to rules and events, respectively. This methodology has widely been used in the field of biology and medicine.^[@R26],[@R27]^ For instance, in the field of pharmacology, this procedure has been used to identify the associations of drugs' features in traditional Chinese medicine drug pairs.^[@R26],[@R28]^

This section describes our approach in terms of mining DDIs based on the biomedical data. [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the architecture of this study.
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Data acquisition and preparation {#s2-1}
--------------------------------

It has been reported that there are 2186 drugs approved by the US FDA.^[@R7]^ The aim of this study was to predict and identify possible interactions between each pair of these drugs. To develop such predictor, experimentally validated data are needed. These data were retrieved from the DrugBank dataset as drug interactions (version 4.3).^[@R29],[@R30]^ Since there was no list of drug pairs interacting together, we extracted these pairs from stored data in this dataset, where about 45 530 approved drug-pair interactions were found. Since we needed the interactions which resemble the aforementioned items, such filtering decreased the number of these interactions to 22 085 DDIs. Therefore, these interactions were used as the training dataset.

Market Basket Analysis, items and transactions {#s2-2}
----------------------------------------------

As mentioned above, the MBA is an approach in data mining, which focuses on the identification of events occurring at the same time on each transaction. As the input data belongs to pharmacology, the output of this method is a set of rules governing the interaction of two drugs. Moreover, these rules are considered as association rules that declare \"where event X happens, then the event Y occurs\".^[@R23]^ In this approach, a time-effective analysis of large data is possible via apriori algorithm and its succeeding adjustments.

In this study, we considered any interaction between a pair of drugs as a transaction where items of these transactions refer to the common targets, including drug pairs, their enzymes, carriers, and transporters. Furthermore, different subsets of these items provide a situation, in which one interaction occurs. In such model, each rule is accompanied with a support level, which designates the number of interactions containing items X, Y ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and confidence level that represents the accuracy of association rules. In addition, each rule is equipped with a lift and expected confidence.
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I= {i~1~, i~2~, ... , i~m~} -- *items* are considered as binary factors

-   Different subsets of *X* ⊂*I* are called *itemset,* then individual subset with k elements: *k-itemset.*

-   D = {(id~1~,T~1~), (id~2~,T~2~),\...,(id~n~,T~n~)} transaction database, where, for any *j idj* ⊂*TID* is a specific transaction identifier, and for any *j Tj* ⊂*I* is a set of occurred interaction.

-   s(X) is the number of interactions which contain s set of X.

-   Association rule is called: if X then Y: *X* à*Y* Where, *X* ⊂*I, Y* ⊂*I*, and *X ∩ Y =* Ø.

Assessment of mathematical model {#s2-3}
--------------------------------

In all computational procedures, it is undeniably crucial to evaluate the performance and accuracy of the proposed model to decide whether it is reliable or not.^[@R31]^ When the performance is confirmed, the results can be used in the experimental tasks with a minimum doubt and uncertainty. There are different parameters to evaluate and judge how MBA method works properly and how the results are trustworthy.

If n stands for the number of interactions, *X* ⊂*I, Y* ⊂*I*, and *X ∩ Y =* Ø, then parameters accompanying the rules, as follows^[@R32]^:

Support: Number of interactions containing X & Y/Number of interactions

$$\left. \text{support(X}\rightarrow\text{Y)=}\frac{\text{s(XUY)}}{\text{n}}\text{,} \right.$$

Confidence: Number of interactions containing X & Y/Number of interactions containing X

$$\left. Confidence(X\rightarrow Y) = \frac{s(X \cup Y)}{s(X)}, \right.$$

Expected Confidence: Number of interactions containing Y/Number of interactions

$$\left. Expected\mspace{6mu} Confidence(X\rightarrow Y) = \frac{s(Y)}{s(X \cup Y)}, \right.$$

Lift: Confidence/Expected confidence

In addition, two factors should be considered, including min_conf, and min_sup. They refer to the minimum support and the minimum confidence, describing searched association rules. Their proper distribution can help to find only the appropriate implications.

There are two steps to construct association rules, as follows:

First, it is necessary to find all frequent sets *X* ⊂*I* it means$\frac{s(X)}{n}$ \> min_sup

Second, establishing association rules is required according to the frequent sets *X* ⊂*I.*

Computational approaches are not able to evaluate all rules quickly. Application of the priori algorithm could improve the search process and let the detection of the most reliable and significant associations. By application of MBA, one can choose thresholds min_conf and min_sup. At this step, it is possible to decide whether the developed model can be applied to typical data to predict potential DDIs.

Prediction of potential DDIs {#s2-4}
----------------------------

Since there are 2189 FDA approved drugs, considering equation (Eq.) 1, it can mathematically be assumed to have 2 394 766 possible interactions of pair-drug.

*P ( n,r ) = P* ~r~ ^n^ *= (n)* ~r~ Eq. 1

All the 2189 drugs were used as the input for our predictor to reveal whether a pair of drugs can interact with one another.

Results {#s3}
=======

Item classification {#s3-1}
-------------------

Considering the methodology of MBA, the classification on the items and common components are essential. It is clear that dominance and range of the items alter the performance of the prediction machine. Therefore, it is crucial to determine which items are effective in the interaction of two drugs. As discussed in section 2.1, we classified the interactions according to the occurrence of items. [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} show the distribution of these interactions considering their mutual items. This suggests that the high number of shared items might guarantee the occurrence of the interaction between pairs of drugs.

###### Top 20 Known DDIs with a number of the shared biological items^a^

  ------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  **Drug Pair ( DrugBank ID)**                      **No. of shared items (fired rules)**
  Amoxapine, Olanzapine (DB00543,DB00334)           42
  Olanzapine, Ergoloid mesylate (DB00334,DB01049)   34
  Amitriptyline, Olanzapine (DB00321,DB00334)       29
  Aripiprazole, Olanzapine (DB01238,DB00334)        27
  Olanzapine, Trimipramine (DB00334,DB00726)        26
  Nortriptyline, Olanzapine (DB00540,DB00334)       26
  Doxepin, Olanzapine (DB01142,DB00334)             26
  Aripiprazole, Clozapine (DB01238,DB00363)         26
  Amoxapine, Loxapine (DB00543,DB00408)             26
  Amitriptyline, Clozapine (DB00321,DB00363)        25
  Amoxapine, Quetiapine (DB00543,DB01224)           24
  Amoxapine, Clozapine (DB00543,DB00363)            24
  Primidone, Ethanol (DB00794,DB00898)              23
  Desipramine, Olanzapine (DB01151,DB00334)         23
  Clozapine, Doxepin (DB00363,DB01142)              23
  Amoxapine, Ziprasidone (DB00543,DB00246)          23
  Amoxapine, Aripiprazole (DB00543,DB01238)         23
  Pentobarbital, Primidone (DB00312,DB00794)        22
  Trimipramine, Loxapine (DB00726,DB00408)          22
  Quetiapine, Trimipramine (DB01224,DB00726)        22
  ------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------

^a^e.g. there is 42 common items between amoxapine and olanzapine.
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Model and rules assessment {#s3-2}
--------------------------

The output of MBA reveals how regularly items co-occur in any transaction. On the other hand, items might synchronize due to their \"nature\". Our input data presented the way in which interactions occurred. The mathematical model of these interactions should have been validated with the biological results. Therefore, the accuracy of the proposed method seemed to be crucial. As noted earlier, there are some measures to evaluate the association rules. Considering our rules, these measures assigned a real value to association rules. These parameters are considered as gold standards to evaluate and judge the performance of the machine. Our proposed method possessed a reliable performance in term of support. Based on our results, about 32% standed for this parameter. These results seem to be satisfactory enough to be validated via some relevant experimental approaches. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} summarizes values for these measures.

###### Distribution of DDIs according to the number of items

  --------------------------- -------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------- ----------
  **Number of Items**         **1**    **2**   **3**   **4**   **5**   **6**   **7**   **8**   **9**   **10**   **\>10**
  Experimental Interactions   9197     5125    2741    1768    1119    727     411     274     175     123      425
  Predicted Interactions      154307   50298   22307   10498   5999    3433    1633    872     477     423      1643
  --------------------------- -------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------- ----------

DDIs classes {#s3-3}
------------

Considering the associations between items and transactions, we classified predicted DDIs based on the items. These interactions are governed by the number of items varying from 1 to 32. [Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} summarize the distribution of interactions according to the items. It is well-established fact that when the numbers of items increase, the number of interactions decrease. Further, not only the number of interactions is dropped, but also the feasibility of interactions is strengthened. The greater the number of supporting items are, the stronger the interactions will be. In such condition, the predictive power of the machine can be strengthened.

Rule discovery {#s3-4}
--------------

The identification of governing rules in this method can be considered as a vital step since they might affect the occurrence of DDIs. In this study, according to the experimentally validated DDIs, we extracted about 341 rules (see [Supplementary file 1](#Suppl1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table S1). These rules, considering their biological importance, prove and confirm the availability of DDIs. All these rules belong to the protein families with an effective role in the pathways of drug metabolism, drug signaling, and drug delivery.

DDI identification {#s3-5}
------------------

Extracted rules from the previous section were applied over 2 000 000 drug pairs that resulted in the identification of over 200 000 potential DDI (see [Supplementary file 1](#Suppl1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, Table S2).

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The computational and mathematical approaches provide a great opportunity for the identification of new drug interactions. Considering the high-throughput results obtained by these methods, they have widely been used in the field of pharmacology.^[@R11],[@R33]^ In this work, we capitalized on the association rule discovery analysis to be applied for the prediction of possible DDIs. This proposed methodology emphasizes different and effective sets of items and their associations in the occurrence of interactions. Utilizing MBA to identify important bio element in DDI occurrence is the key point of this study and the co-occurrence of the events is the main concept of the MBA approaches. In DDI a shared bio element could be considered as a common event. Therefore, MBA could identify shared bio element as DDI triggers. It should be noted that the sets of items affect the interactions and also guarantee the potency of interactions.^[@R34]^ On the other hand, interactions with more items and involved components seem to be probable and feasible. From the rules viewpoint, our introduced rules can strongly be approved in terms of biology.^[@R26]^ The strongest rules with the frequency of 14231 and 5443 belong to two isoforms of the CYP family, which is one of the most important enzymes in drug metabolism. The CYP family encompasses several well-known enzymes involved in the metabolism of nutrients, drugs, and toxicants. In addition, CYP plays significant roles in drug metabolism and the incidence of numerous DDIs.^[@R35]-[@R37]^ Considering the variety of drugs interacting with CYP, it has been suggested that these drugs have some issues in common which potentially can result in DDI.^[@R7],[@R38]^ Therefore, the drugs interacting with CYP, are considered as potential candidates for DDIs and it is necessary to find out the capability and probability of these interactions. Therefore, biologically it is important to design a drug with high specificity to avoid unwanted interactions.^[@R39],[@R40]^ Moreover, the third rule with the frequency of 5164 has been ascribed to multidrug resistance protein (P-GP), which plays a crucial role in the outward transportation of various drugs.^[@R41],[@R42]^ Given the undeniable importance of CYP in the biological systems, the following 10 rules belong to this protein family ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The analyses of the rules, considering their biological functions, prove that these rules are meaningful and can be applied in the computational methods. Therefore, discovered association rules in this study seem to be rational enough to be implemented in the prediction machine. By taking all above-mentioned argument into consideration, the predicted potential DDIs based on these rules can reliably be applied. Although this algorithm tries to find potential interactions among drugs with high accuracy, there are some limitations which should be noted. The core assumption of DDIs in this algorithm is established based on mutual interacting compounds as rules including enzymes, carriers, targets, and transporters. It has been suggested that there is a linear association between the number and variety of rules and performance and accuracy of DDIs prediction. There is no doubt that the high number of rules can affect and guarantee the results of prediction. Therefore, if we can provide more training data including more rules, we can strongly confirm the results. This can be performed with a deep analysis of drugs and their mutual interacting elements to empower input data to obtain precise DDI interactions.
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Conclusion {#s5}
==========

The identification of DDIs is considered as the vitally key information, in large part because of their importance in multi-drug therapy. It can be performed via both experimentally and computational approaches.^[@R43],[@R44]^ Of these, the laboratory-based approaches are costly and time-demanding, which also need the implementation of a variety of equipment. On the contrary, the computational techniques have been considered as a method of choice by many researchers, in large part due to their efficiency and time- and cost-effectiveness. These techniques can simplify the difficulty of the DDIs prediction. In fact, the results of *in silico* DDIs identification seem to be promising for the clinical practice.^[@R45]^ That being noted, it is necessary to highlight that these methodologies are not the alternatives but complementary methodologies to fulfill the prediction of DDIs.^[@R11]^
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Research Highlights {#s12}
===================

What is the current knowledge? {#Res1}
------------------------------

1.  √ Case reports and research papers are the main source of DDIs.

2.  √ There are some databases for DDIs.

3.  √ Computational techniques used to predict possible DDIs.

4.  √ Costly Wet lab studies can reveal the interaction.

What is new here? {#Re2}
-----------------

1.  √ A Market Basket Analysis-based method is proposed for identification of the drug interaction rules.

2.  √ DDIs may occur based on common biological elements. Shared biological elements were employed to identify unseen DDIs.

3.  √ Over 45 000 known DDIs investigated and over 300 important rules, that can be used in the identification of DDIs, were extracted.
